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Read each statement. Answer each question yes or no.
A friend wants to copy your work. What do you say?
?

You are having trouble remembering your lines for
the school play. Do you ask for help? ?
Your baseball team loses a game. Do you try harder
next time? ?
Being able to say “no,” ask for help, and try harder
are skills every healthy person should have. Read
Mental and Emotional Health to learn more.
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LESSON 1

You will learn . . .

• to identify three
parts of total health.

• how to improve
health.
• what steps to follow
to practice healthful
behaviors.

Vocabulary

•
•
•
•

health , A5
health goal , A5
wellness , A6
healthful behavior,
A6

•
•

A4

risk behavior, A6
life skill, A7

Think about the things that are important
to you. Do you take good care of them? Your
health is important, too. How well do you
take care of your health?
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Three Parts of
Total Health

1

Many people think being healthy
means having a strong body. But
health is the condition of your
body, mind, and relationships.
Total health is made up of three
parts: physical health, mental
and emotional health, and
family and social health.
To be healthy, you must
care for each part of health.
Physical health is how well your body works. When
you have good physical health, you have energy. Your
body is strong. You are free from illness.
Mental and emotional health is how well your mind
works. It’s also how you show your feelings. When
you have good mental and emotional health, you can
think clearly. You perform better at school. You
express your emotions in healthful ways.
Family and social health is how well you get along
with others. When you have good family and social
health, you have strong relationships.

2

3
쑿 Total health includes
your 1 physical health,
2 family and social
health, and 3 mental
and emotional health.

Setting Health Goals
You improve your total health by setting health
goals. A health goal is something you work toward
to promote health. Suppose that your health goal is
“I will get enough rest and sleep.” If you get plenty
of rest and sleep, you will not be tired. You will have
energy for work and play.
What is health?
A5

Improving Health
and Wellness
A Glass of Health
Fill a glass with water. The
water represents the three
parts of health. Drop green
food coloring in the water.
The green food coloring
represents a healthful
behavior. What happened?
It affected all parts of
health. Drop blue food
coloring in the water to
represent a risk behavior.
What happens?

Wellness is the highest level of health you can
reach. When you have a high level of wellness, all
three parts of total health are present. You can rate
your total health using the Wellness Scale. The Wellness
Scale measures your health on a scale of 0 to 100.
The goal is to choose behaviors that keep your health
near the wellness end. To do this you need to practice
healthful behaviors and avoid risk behaviors.
A healthful behavior is an action that increases
the level of health for you and for others. Being
physically active every day is a healthful behavior.
It leads to a higher rating on the Wellness Scale.
A risk behavior is an action that can be harmful to
you and others. Smoking is a risk behavior. Choosing
friends who don’t obey family guidelines is a risk
behavior. It causes a person’s rating on the Wellness
Scale to decrease.

씰 Where would you
rate yourself on the
Wellness Scale?
High Level
Wellness
Poor Health

The Wellness Scale
A6

Life Skills
Using life skills also improves your health and
wellness. A life skill is a healthful action to learn
and practice to improve and maintain your health.
Here are the ten life skills.
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• Access Health Facts, Products, and Services
• Practice Healthful Behaviors
• Manage Stress
• Analyze What Influences Your Health
• Use Communication Skills
• Use Resistance Skills
• Resolve Conflicts
• Set Health Goals
• Make Responsible Decisions
• Be a Health Advocate
You will use one or more life skills on most
days. For example, suppose a friend asks
you to ride double on a scooter. Which life skill
might you use? First, you might use the life skill
“Make Responsible Decisions” to decide what to
do. Suppose your friend pressures you to ride
double after you decided it is not a responsible
decision. You might use the life skill “Use Resistance
Skills.” This life skill helps you say “no.” Then you
might use the life skill “Use Communication Skills”
to clearly state your reasons for saying “no.” This
book includes steps to follow in order to use each
life skill.

쑿 Practicing life skills
promotes and protects
health and wellness.

What is wellness?
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Practice
Healthful
Behaviors
1. Learn about a
healthful behavior.
2. Practice the behavior.
3. Ask for help if you
need it.
4. Make the behavior a
habit.

Practicing
Healthful Behaviors
Do you remember how hard it was to learn to
write in cursive? You had to practice many times. It
was the same with learning to solve math problems.
Some skills were easy to learn. Some took more time.
The key to learning any new skill is practice.
You get better at a skill by repeating its steps. This
is how you learn life skills, too. When you master
life skills, you practice healthful behaviors instead
of risk behaviors.

Drink Water
for Health
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씱 Drinking water
is a healthful
behavior.
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Drinking six to eight
glasses of water is a
healthful behavior. Do
you practice this behavior?
Count the number of
glasses of water you drink
each day for three days.
Did you drink six to eight
glasses of water each
day? If not, how will you
make this healthful
behavior a habit?

Ways to Practice
Healthful Behaviors
Suppose that you spend several
hours a day watching television. This
causes your rating on the Wellness
Scale to drop. You decide to make the
following health goal: “I will get
plenty of physical activity.”
You decide to practice healthful
behaviors to reach this health goal.
You learn about different ways to
be physically active. You make a list
of ways to spend your free time being
active. Each day, you choose one of
the activities. As you practice this
healthful behavior, it becomes a
habit. You reach your health goal.

Practice Healthful Behaviors
Many of your classmates have colds. You
want to stay healthy. Use this activity to help
you practice a healthful behavior.
Learn about a healthful behavior.
On a sheet of paper, trace and cut out
the shape of your hand. On each finger
write the day of the week starting with
Monday and ending with Friday.
Practice the behavior. For each day,
make a tally mark each time you wash
your hands before and after a meal.
Ask for help if you need it. Add up the
tally marks at the end of each day. How
are you doing? Who might you go to for
help in making the healthful behavior
a habit?
Make the behavior
a habit. Explain
how and why
you made hand
washing a habit.

What is the first step in
practicing a healthful behavior?

Review Concepts

Critical Thinking

1. List the three parts of your total
health.

4. Analyze Suppose that your health
goal is “I will eat healthful meals and
snacks.” Which life skills will you use
to reach your health goal?

2. Explain how to improve health and
wellness.
3. List the steps to follow in order to
practice healthful behaviors.

5.

Practice Healthful Behaviors
Your parents work long hours.
What healthful behavior can you
practice that would show your family
that you care about them?
A9

LESSON 2

You will learn . . .

Look in the mirror. What do you see?

• to identify

A person who looks like no one else? Who

personality traits.

is that person? What makes you special?

• to identify the
six traits of good
character.

• how to use selfstatements.

Vocabulary
personality, A11
self-respect, A11
values, A11
character , A12
responsible , A13
self-statement, A14
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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Your Personality
No other person is exactly like you. No other
person shares your personality. Your personality is
made up of how you look, think, act, and feel. It also
includes your likes and dislikes. Your personality can
affect your total health. Your personality is influenced
by the following:

• heredity, such as height, eye color, and talents,
such as being able to play the piano.

• emotions, such as how you express yourself.
• strengths and weaknesses, what you do well
and not so well. There are parts of your personality
that make you proud. These are your strengths.
There are other parts that you would like to
improve. These are your weaknesses.

• values such as showing respect for yourself and
others. Values are the beliefs that guide a person’s
behavior.

Design a

Coat of Arms
Make a coat-of-arms
that describes you. A
coat-of-arms is a shield
with symbols on it. The
symbols represent a
person or a family. Draw
six pictures on your shield.
Have each picture show
a part of your personality
that makes you feel
proud. Explain to a friend
what each picture tells
about you.

Self-Respect
Working to improve your strengths and
weaknesses helps you develop self-respect.
Self-respect is thinking highly of yourself. Do
you always act in responsible ways? Does your
family always approve of your actions? Do your
actions match your values? If you have self-respect,
you promote and protect your total health. You
practice healthful behaviors. You avoid risk
behaviors. You make responsible decisions.
What makes up your personality?
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When You Have
Good Character
Your words and actions show your character.
Character is the qualities that make a person
different from others. You have good character when
you show the following traits.
Trustworthiness You are honest. You keep promises.
You are brave enough to do the right thing even
when it is hard.
Respect You show that you think highly of others by
being polite and using good manners. You consider
other people’s feelings.

씰 Being polite and
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using good manners
when someone else
is talking shows
good character.
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Responsibility When you are responsible , you are
able to be trusted with a job, duty, or concern. You
can be counted on to do what you say you will.
You take ownership of your actions.
Fairness You play by the rules. You share and
take turns.
Caring You are kind to others and help those in need.
Citizenship You follow the rules of your family,
your school, and your community. You are a good
neighbor. You do your share to make the world a
better place.
When you show good character, you can work
together with others to reach common goals. Use
good character when you do the “Build Character”
activities in this book.
What does it mean
to be responsible?

List Ways to
Show Respect
Respect Showing respect
means that you think
highly of others. You are
polite and you use good
manners. You consider
other people’s feelings.
Work with a group of four
students. Try talking all
at the same time. What
happened? Now try taking
turns. Raise your hand
and wait to be called on
if you want to speak. Pay
attention to what your
classmates are saying.
How is showing respect
in class helpful? How
does showing respect
help people work
together better?

씱 Helping others in your
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community shows
good citizenship.
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Staying on Track

Hang On to Good
Character
Make a “Good Character”
tag. Using cardboard,
scissors, markers or
crayons, design a tag to
hang on your doorknob.
Write Good Character
Traits at the top followed
by a list of the six traits
that make up good
character. Place it on the
doorknob in your room
to remind you to show
good character every day.

Your character is always being tested. Good
character takes effort. To help keep good character,
use a self-statement , or a reminder to yourself as to
what you should do. Self-statements help you build
and keep good character.
Suppose that your friend forgot to do her
homework. She asks to copy yours. This request is
a test of your character. You want to help, but you
also want to keep your self-respect. You remember
that a person of good character is honest. What
could you do?
You could use a self-statement. You might say,
“I want to show good character. I will be trustworthy
and caring.” You suggest to your friend that she
complete the assignment after eating lunch. You offer
to wait for her. Your actions show that you are a
person of good character.

씰 Waiting for
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a friend to
complete her
homework
before you
go out to
play shows
that you
care.
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Self-statements help you keep
your self-respect. Sticking to your
values helps you to have good
feelings about yourself.
There are other actions that you can
do to build good character. You can
set health goals. Build on your
strengths. Work on improving your
weaknesses. If you have trouble
reaching a health goal, ask for help.
You can get help from a parent or
guardian, a teacher, a family doctor, a
school nurse, or a coach. Learn from
your mistakes. These actions can
benefit the three parts of total health.

Set Health Goals
Suppose you want to show good character. Use
this activity to help you reach this health goal.
Write the health goal you want to set.
I will show good character.
Explain how your goal might affect
your health. Draw a large star on the
paper. In the middle of the star explain
how this health goal might affect
your health.
Describe a plan you will follow to reach
your goal. Keep track of your progress.
Label each point with a good character
trait. Write a paragraph to tell what you
can do to show each trait. Make a star next
to the trait each time you demonstrate it.
You may get help from a parent, a guardian,
or a teacher.

How might you build good
character?

Evaluate how your plan worked. At the
end of the week, add up your stars. Are
you a “star” for good character?

Review Concepts

demonstrate each trait. Show the
differences between the traits.

1. Discuss what influences personality.
2. List the six traits of good character.
3. Define a self-statement.

Critical Thinking

5.

Set Health Goals You have
trouble paying attention to
math at school. Describe a plan to
reach this health goal. “I will pay
attention in math class.”

4. Contrast Select two of the six
character traits. Give examples that
A15

LESSON 3

You will learn . . .

• how to tell the
difference between
a responsible
decision and a
wrong decision.

• what factors
influence decisions.

• to identify the
steps to making
responsible
decisions.

Vocabulary

•

responsible
decision, A17

•
•

wrong decision, A17
resistance skills ,
A19

A16

You make decisions every day. You may decide
what to wear to school. You may choose what
to eat. Some decisions are easy. Others are not
so easy. Making responsible decisions means
knowing what to do in difficult situations.

Kinds of Decisions
A responsible decision is one that is healthful and
safe. It follows school rules. It follows community
laws. A responsible decision shows that you respect
yourself and others. It follows family guidelines. It
shows that you have good character.
A wrong decision is one that is harmful and unsafe.
It breaks school rules or community laws. A wrong
decision does not show respect for yourself or others.
It does not follow family guidelines. A wrong decision
does not show good character.

Use Health Facts to Make
Responsible Decisions
You can tell whether a decision is responsible by
using the Guidelines for Making Responsible Decisions™
on page A21. Before answering the questions, you
may need health facts. You can do this by accessing
health facts. To access (AK•sess) means to be able to
obtain something that you need. First, identify when
you need health facts. Then determine where you can
find the health facts you need. You might read about
the topic in books or pamphlets. You might ask a
health care professional, such as a school nurse. You
might find health facts in your library or clinic. Next,
evaluate the health facts. Then you can use these
health facts to help you make responsible decisions.
What is a responsible decision?

List Voter
Questions
What health issues are
important to you and your
classmates? Select an
issue and find out all
you can about it. Then
present your findings
to your classmates and
have them vote “for” or
“against” the health issue.

Access Health
Facts, Products,
and Services
1. Identify when you
might need health
facts, products, and
services.
2. Identify where you
might find health
facts, products, and
services.
3. Find the health facts,
products, and services
you need.
4. Evaluate the health
facts, products, and
services.
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Factors that
Influence Decisions
Analyze Media
Messages
Find an advertisement
in an old newspaper or
magazine that shows a
well-known sports star.
Cut out the advertisement.
Paste it on a sheet of
construction paper. Refer
to the steps to “Analyze
What Influences Your
Health” below. Respond
to each step while looking
at the ad.

Analyze What
Influences
Your Health

Many factors affect, or influence the decisions you
make. Health knowledge is one factor. Your family
also influences your decisions. Your family has certain
values, such as obeying the laws of your community.
Another family value might be respecting others.
Your family expects you to act in ways that show
these values. They expect your decisions to be based
on these values. Knowing and using your family’s
values helps you make responsible decisions.
Your friends and classmates also might influence
the choices you make. You might make a responsible
decision together. You might decide to spend time
studying for a test. You may help each other avoid
making a wrong decision. You can keep each other
from breaking family guidelines. In this way you
influence each other in positive ways.

쑼 Your family has a positive
influence on your health choices.

1. Identify people and
things that can
influence your health.

3. Choose healthful
influences.
4. Protect yourself
against harmful
influences.

A18
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2. Evaluate how these
people and things can
affect your health.

Whenever anyone tries to get
you to make a wrong decision, use
resistance skills. Resistance skills are
ways to say “no” to risk behaviors.
Use resistance skills when someone
tries to get you to do something:

• harmful,
• unsafe,
• unlawful,
• disrespectful,
• that does not follow your family’s
guidelines, or

• that does not show good character
Use Resistance Skills
Use these four steps to say “no.”
1. Look at the person. Say “no”
in a firm voice.
2. Give reasons for saying “no.”
3. Match your behavior to your
words. Keep away from
situations in which someone
might try to talk you into a
wrong decision.

Analyze What
Influences Your Health
Have a panel discussion with your class to
determine what influences your food choices.
Identify people and things that can
influence your health. Work in groups
of three. Have each group member
list either a specific person, a TV
commercial, or a magazine or billboard
that influences his or her food choices.
Evaluate how these people or things
can affect your health. Look at the
influences you identified. Did the person,
TV commercial, or ad try to influence
you to choose healthful foods? Write
a sentence telling how much influence
each one had on your decision.
Choose healthful influences. The
healthful choice influenced you to eat
healthful foods. Discuss which influences
you will pay attention to.
Protect yourself against harmful
influences. Choose actions to protect
against harmful influences. Suppose
an ad tempts you to eat high-fat food.
What might you do? Discuss with the
class how to
protect against
harmful influences.

4. Ask an adult for help if you
need it.
What are resistance skills?
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Making Responsible
Decisions
Make Responsible
Decisions
1. Identify your choices.
Check them out with
your parents or
trusted adult.
2. Evaluate each choice.
Use the Guidelines for
Making Responsible
Decisions™.

You are working on a report for school. It’s due
the next day. You really want to get a good grade. Your
friends come to your house. They want you to play
basketball. You want to play with them. You remember
that basketball is a way of being physically active. You
remember that exercise is good for your health.
But then you remember your report. You still have
to finish it. If you join your friends, you won’t have
enough time to do a good job on the report. What
should you do?

3. Identify the responsible
decision. Check this
out with your parents
or a trusted adult.
4. Evaluate your decision.

쑼 The first step to making responsible
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decisions is to identify your choices.
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Steps to Make Responsible Decisions
The first step in making a decision is to identify
your choices. Your choices are––1) You can play
basketball. 2) You can work on your report. When
you know what your choices are, you are ready for
step two. Use the Guidelines for Making Responsible
Decisions™ to evaluate your choices. Ask yourself the
questions shown here on the clipboard, filling in the
blanks for each choice. Some of the questions may
not apply to your situation.
If you answer “no” to one or more questions,
rethink your choice. Return to step two. If you
answer “yes” to all six questions, then you can take
step three. Identify the responsible decision. Then
in step four, tell how the decision worked out.

Guidelines
for Making
Responsible
DecisionsTM™
• Is it healthful to ?
• Is it safe to ?
• Do I follow rules and
laws if I

?

• Do I show respect for
myself and others if
I
?

• Do I follow my family’s
guidelines if I

?

• Do I show good

What is the first step in making a
responsible decision?

character if I

?

Review Concepts

Critical Thinking

1. Discuss the difference between a
responsible decision and a wrong
decision.

4. Discuss Why is it important to choose
friends who have values that your
parents or guardian want you to
demonstrate?

2. List three factors that influence the
decisions you make.
3. Name the four steps to follow in
making responsible decisions.

5.

Analyze What Influences Your
Health Suppose you want to
try a new brand of toothpaste. List two
people or things that might influence
your decision.
A21

LESSON 4

You will learn . . .

• how to have a
healthful selfconcept.

• what steps to
follow in setting
health goals.

You make plans every week. You may plan
a project. You may plan a report. You may
even plan a party. A plan can help you reach
a goal. A plan can help you develop a healthful
self-concept.

• how to make a
health behavior
contract.

Vocabulary

•
•
•

self-concept, A23
long-term goal , A24
short-term goal ,
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A24
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Healthful Self-Concept
Your self-concept is what you think about yourself.
A healthful self-concept protects your mental and
emotional health.

Actions for a Healthful Self-Concept
People who have a healthful self-concept behave
in certain ways. Here is what they do.

• Show good character. Words and actions that
show good character build a healthful self-concept.
Showing good character allows others to respect you.

• Make responsible decisions. Follow the Guidelines
for Making Responsible Decisions™ when making
decisions.

• Choose actions for a healthy mind. Replace negative
thoughts and feelings with positive ones. Work on
your strengths and weaknesses. Develop an “I-can”
attitude by trying to do your best. Use your mind
to solve problems. Read up on health topics. Form
opinions based what you read. Share these opinions
with your family. Find healthful ways to express
these opinions to help others make responsible
decisions about their health.

Make a Blue
Ribbon
Responsibility Think of a
time when you have shown
that you are responsible.
A responsible person is
dependable. Cut a blue
ribbon from construction
paper. On the ribbon,
write “I am a Responsible
Person for
”. Fill in
the blank with a
description of what you
did. Put the ribbon in
a place where you
will see it
every day.

• Practice life skills. Practicing life skills promotes
and protects your total health.

• Set health goals. Achieving health goals gives you
a sense of accomplishment.

• Practice healthful behaviors. When you practice
healthful behaviors, you take care of yourself.

What is self-concept?
A23

Set Health Goals
Set Health Goals
1. Identify the health
goal you want to
practice.
2. Explain how your
goal might affect
your health.
3. Describe a plan you
will follow to reach
your goal. Keep track
of your progress.
4. Evaluate how your plan
worked.

Setting health goals helps you practice healthful
behaviors and choose responsible actions.
Health goals may be long-term or short-term. A
long-term goal takes a long time to reach. A long-term
goal may be to become physically fit or to get better
grades in school. A short-term goal is reached in a
short time. It may help you work toward a long-term
goal. A short-term goal may be to ride your bike for
one week. It may be to write your spelling words five
times every day. Accomplishing many short-term
goals can help you reach a long-term goal.
A health behavior contract can help you reach either
type of goal. Steps for making a contract are shown
on the next page. After you write a health behavior
contract, ask a responsible adult to review and approve
it. Then follow your plan to reach your goal.
What is a short-term goal?

Set Health Goals
Your sister has set a long-term goal
to eat more fruit. How can she reach
this goal? Write a skit to help her.
Write the health goal you
want to set. I will eat healthful
meals and snacks.
Explain how your goal might
improve your health. If your
sister eats fruits for snacks,
she will get vitamins and
minerals. This will improve her
physical health.
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Describe a plan to reach your
goal. Keep track of your progress.
Use a Health Behavior Contract.
Use the sample on the next page
as a guide. Include how to
make a contract in your skit.
Evaluate how your plan worked.
You will need to explain how to
decide if a goal is met.
What can you suggest?
Where could your sister
get help if she needs it?

Name

Date

Health Goal

I will eat healthful meals and snacks.

Eating healthful snacks will help
me stay at a healthful weight. I will be less likely to
get cavities. My body will get the vitamins and
minerals it needs.

Effect on My Health

I will choose healthful snacks from the list below.
I will use a calendar every day for one week. I will

1. Write the health
goal you want
to set.
2. Explain how your
goal might affect
your health.

My Plan

write the healthful snacks I chose on my calendar.
My Calendar
Sun.

Mon.

milk
apple
celery
banana

Tues.

Wed.

cottage cheese
plain popcorn
peanut butter

Thurs.

Fri.

3. Describe a plan
to reach your
goal. Keep track
of your progress.

쑿 Tell who can help

Sat.

you—parent or
guardian, a
teacher, a school
nurse, a doctor,
or a coach.

carrot sticks
low-fat frozen yogurt
low-fat cheese

Did I choose healthful snacks
every day? How can I make my plan work better?

How My Plan Worked

4. Evaluate how your
plan worked.

Review Concepts

Critical Thinking

1. List two actions that you can do to
keep a healthful self-concept.

4. Assess Does setting health goals
help build a healthful self-concept?
Tell why or why not.

2. Explain why you need to set health
goals.
3. Explain how making a health behavior
contract improves self-respect.

5.

Set Health Goals List the four
steps to follow to reach the health
goal: I will get plenty of physical activity.
A25

LESSON 5

You will learn . . .

• about different
kinds of emotions.

• some healthful ways
to express emotions.
• some healthful ways
to prevent boredom.

Vocabulary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A26

emotion, A27
fear, A27
caring, A27
joy, A27
sadness, A27
grief, A27
bored, A30

Think about your emotions. What makes
you feel joy? What makes you sad? People
express emotions differently. Expressing
emotions in healthful ways keeps you healthy.

Kinds of Emotions
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An emotion is a feeling inside you. Everyone has
them. There are many different kinds of emotions.
Examples of emotions are fear, caring, joy, sadness,
and grief.
Fear is a feeling of danger. People can be afraid
of other people. You might be fearful of strangers.
People can be afraid of certain things. Your brother
or sister might be afraid of thunderstorms. Your
friend might be afraid to read to the class.
Caring is being kind to someone. You feel it when
you like someone or something. You might feel this
emotion when you see a relative. You can feel caring
when a friend is kind to you. In addition to caring,
you may feel joy. Joy is a feeling of great happiness.
You might feel joy when you do well on a test. You
might feel joy when your team wins a game.
Sadness is a feeling of sorrow or unhappiness.
You might feel sad when your best friend moves away.
Some people feel sad when things don’t work out the
way they had hoped. Grief is a stronger emotion than
sadness. Grief (GREEF) is the discomfort a person
feels after a loss. You may feel grief after a loved one
or a pet dies.
All your emotions are felt inside you. You express
your emotions through your words and actions. You
will read how expressing your emotions in healthful
ways promotes and protects health. It helps you
communicate well with others.
What are five types of emotions?

쑿 When you are confused,
talking to a parent or
guardian can help you
to sort out your feelings.

Dealing With
Grief
Grief is the discomfort
a person feels after a
loss, such as the death
of a grandparent. Use
the e-Journal writing
tool to write a report
about how people
deal with grief.
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Expressing Emotion
Expressing emotion means that you show how
you feel. Expressing your emotions in healthful ways
has three benefits.

• Expressing emotions helps you relate to others.
Write a Story Write a
story about a character
of your choice. Describe
the feelings the person
experiences. Explain how
the person expresses his
or her feelings in
healthful ways.

Relate means how you talk, listen, and act with
others. Suppose you are angry and refuse to talk
about what is making you angry. This may only
make things worse. But when you talk about your
anger, the other person can respond. You relate to
each other and work things out.

• Expressing emotions helps you solve problems.
Life events can affect your emotions. Suppose your
best friend moves away and you feel sad. Talking
about how you feel helps you deal with this life
event.

• Expressing emotions benefits your health. Keeping
your emotions inside can affect your physical
health. You may get a headache or stomachache.
You may have difficulty sleeping or doing
homework. When you express your emotions in
healthful ways, you protect your health. You also
reduce stress.

씱 It’s okay to feel

Eclipse Studios/McGraw-Hill Education

sad when a friend
moves away.
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Healthful Ways to Express Emotions
Expressing emotions healthfully protects your
mental and emotional health. It also can protect
physical health. Here are some examples of emotions
that people express.
Fear Talk to your parents or guardian or another
responsible adult. Talking to someone you trust
allows you to be honest. The adult you talk
to may be able to help you overcome your fear.
Caring If you care for someone, tell him or her. Write
the person a note, send a card or draw a picture.
Sadness or Grief Let your emotions out by crying.
Talk to a responsible adult about the pain you feel.
He or she may suggest you that keep a private
journal. Then you can write about your feelings.
Joy When you feel joy, show it. You might smile or
laugh. You might have more energy. Don’t try to hide
how you feel. Your joy and happiness could make
others feel happy.

Your teacher helps you
to learn life skills. Your
teacher also helps protect
your health and safety.
He or she gets help if you
become ill or get injured
during school hours. Your
teacher is a responsible
adult whom you can talk
to if you are having
problems.

Tim Pannell/SuperStock

Name a healthful way to express fear, caring,
sadness, and joy.

Teacher
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Dealing with
Boredom

Healthful Ways to Prevent Boredom
To prevent boredom, choose behaviors and a variety
of activities that promote health. Here’s a few ideas.

• Try a new physical activity. Take a jog around your
neighborhood. Visit a local gym or YMCA. Kick a
soccer ball. Walk a neighbor’s dog. Exercise. Physical
activity releases substances into the bloodstream
that improve mood.

• Express yourself through a creative activity. Paint a
picture. Build a birdhouse. Make a card for someone.
Write a song or poem. Learn a new hobby. You might
discover a hidden talent.

• Do something to help others. Scrub the bathtub.
Rake leaves. Organize a closet. These actions will
show others that you care about them. It also
provides you with health benefits. You feel good
about yourself when you help others.
What does being bored mean?
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The next time you become
bored, try playing a game
of “horse” with a friend.
To play, you will need a
basketball and basketball
hoop and 5 pairs of index
cards. Each pair of cards
needs a letter of the word
horse. Each player takes a
turn shooting the ball. If
the first player makes a
basket, the second player
must shoot the ball from
the same spot. If he or she
doesn’t make a basket, he
or she gets a letter. The
first player to spell horse
loses the game.

Have you ever been bored on a Saturday afternoon?
Being bored is feeling restless and not knowing what
to do. Maybe all your friends were busy. Maybe
family members were doing chores.
Everyone gets bored from time to time. Most
people find healthful ways to beat boredom. You
might read a book, write in a journal, or shoot hoops.
However, some people might choose risk behaviors
instead. They might try smoking. But risk behaviors
are not the answer to boredom. Healthful behaviors
keep your mind alert. Healthful actions beat boredom.

Use Communication Skills
Brainstorm events that trigger emotions, such as finding a $10 bill,
getting lost in the woods, or breaking a friend’s toy. Use the events
to play a game to practice communication skills.
Choose the best way to communicate. Work with three other
classmates. Have each group member cut a sheet of paper
into four squares. On each square, each member is to write
one of the events listed.
Send a clear message. Be polite. Clearly identify
an emotion that might be felt with each event. Write
that emotion on the opposite side of the square.
Listen to each other. Put all the squares in a hat or
box. Then, have one person in your group select a square
and communicate the emotion triggered by the event
described on the paper without using words. Ask group
members to tell the emotion.
Make sure you understand each other. The first group
member to correctly name the emotion selects a new square.
Continue the activity until every team member has had a turn.

Review Concepts

Critical Thinking

1. Discuss how joy and sadness are
alike. How do they differ?

4. Apply Your friend Justin is bored. He
wants to come over to your house to
skate. You’re not allowed to go outside
today. What might you and Justin do?

2. Identify three benefits of expressing
emotion in healthful ways.
3. List two ways to beat boredom.

5.

Use Communication Skills
How can you communicate to a
younger brother or sister that you care?
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LESSON 6

You will learn . . .

• how your body
responds to stress.

Most people your age have busy schedules.

• what steps to follow

You have to get to school on time. You have

to manage stress.

• why you need to have
a positive attitude.

to complete your homework on time. You
might play sports. You may be involved in
a club. Having too many demands on your

Vocabulary

•
•
•
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stress , A33
stressor , A33
attitude , A36

time can cause stress.

What Happens When
You Feel Stress?
Think about a time when you felt anxious or
nervous. Did your heart beat faster? Did you start to
breathe more quickly? Did your hands get moist?
These are ways your body reacts when you feel stress.
Stress is the response to any demand on your mind
or body. Everyone feels stress. It is a natural part of life.
That’s because you deal with stressors every day. A
stressor is something that causes stress. Being late
for class may be a stressor for one person. Giving a
speech may be a stressor for another. Playing in a
baseball game may be a stressor. Certain things may
be stressors for some people, but not for others.
Your body reacts when you feel stress. It produces
chemicals that help you take quick action. The chart
shows some of the body’s reactions to stress.

Picture Stress
On a sheet of paper, draw
a picture of someone in
a stressful situation.
Then write a paragraph
describing how the body
reacts to stress. Does
your drawing show
these reactions?

How might a person’s body react under stress?

The Body’s Reaction to Stress
Your heart beats faster.
More sugar goes into your bloodstream.
More blood flows to your muscles.
Your muscles get tense.
You breathe faster.

Ingram Publishing

Your hands get moist.
Your mouth gets dry.

쑿 When you feel anxious,
your body reacts.
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Manage Stress
•

Identify the signs of
stress.

•

Identify the cause of
stress.

•

Do something about
the cause of stress.

•

Take action to reduce
the harmful effects of
stress.

Ways to
Manage Stress
Stress that lasts a long time can harm your physical
health. You can get headaches and stomachaches. You
can have difficulty sleeping. Your body’s ability to fight
illness might decrease.
Your mental and emotional health also can
be harmed by stress. You might have trouble
concentrating. You might have trouble learning
new things. You may feel worried and nervous.
Your family and social health also might be harmed.
You might snap at someone.

Steps to Manage Stress
Myth Stress is the same
for everyone.
Fact Stress is different for
each person. Something
that makes you feel stress
may not make your friend
feel stress. Everyone feels
stress differently.
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These steps can help you manage stress.
1. Identify the signs of stress. Suppose that
tomorrow you have a test in your least favorite
subject. You start to get a headache. You have
difficulty sleeping. These are signs that you
are feeling stress.
2. Identify the cause of stress. When you feel
stress, you need to determine what’s causing it.
Perhaps you feel pressure to do as well as your
classmates. Or maybe you haven’t studied
enough. When you know the cause of the stress,
you can take action to reduce the stressor.

3. Do something about the cause of stress. If you
are worried about a test, make a list of things
you need to know. Call a classmate and help
each other review all the items.
4. Take action to reduce the harmful effects of
stress. The night before the test, go to bed
a little early. Eat a healthful breakfast in the
morning. Say to yourself, “I can do this. I
know what to expect.”

Other Healthful Ways to Manage Stress
There are a number of healthful ways to manage
stress. Here are some options.

• Get regular exercise. Exercise lessens muscle tension.
It uses up extra sugar in your bloodstream. It helps
you sleep better.

Stress Buster
One common reaction to
stress is muscle tension.
You can release muscle
tension through
relaxation exercises. You
might begin by tensing
your leg muscles. Hold for
10 seconds then let go
and relax for 15 to 20
seconds. Move on to the
next muscle group.

• Make a daily plan. List the things you have to do.
As you finish each task, cross it off your list. At the
end of the day, review your list and note how much
you’ve accomplished.

• Get plenty of rest and sleep. When you are rested,
your body can respond to stressors better. This will
help keep you healthy.

• Do healthful activities with your friends. Ride bikes,
take a walk, play tag, or kick a soccer ball around.
At the same time you enjoy the activity, you get
support and encouragement.

What are the four steps to follow in order
to manage stress?
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Your Attitude
and Stress

Draw a stick figure to
represent YOU. Place
three (+) signs and three
(–) signs around the
head of the figure. The
+ represent things about
which you have a positive
attitude. The – represent
things about which you
have a negative attitude.
Write a label next to
each sign. For example,
you might write “my
schoolwork” next to a +
sign to show you have a
positive attitude. Identify
ways to change the – signs
to + signs. Ask your family
members to do the same.

씰 A positive attitude helps
you manage your stress.
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Attitude
Adjustment

Suppose that you’re working on your homework.
You have to get the work done before your scout
meeting. Your mom is cooking. She’s trying to
prepare dinner for you. She calls you to come set the
table. You are not done with your work. The pressure
starts to build inside you. You get mad. You angrily
place the dishes on the table. You shout, “Why am
I always the one who gets stuck doing the work
around here?”
This reaction shows a negative attitude toward
dealing with stress. Attitude is your way of thinking,
acting, and feeling. Everyone has a bad day once in a
while. Being unpleasant and not helpful most of the
time shows a negative attitude. A negative attitude
can lessen your ability to manage stress. A negative
attitude can prevent you from reaching your goals.

Suppose that you are not doing
well in reading. You tell yourself, “I
can’t read. I’m not good at this.” You
approach reading expecting to fail.
You might even use risk behaviors,
such as breaking class rules, to cope
with your stress. This shows a
negative attitude.
With a positive attitude, you take
action to improve your weakness. You
might tell yourself, “I can’t be good
at everything, but I can try!” You seek
help from a teacher or classmate.
You now approach reading, thinking
you’ll succeed. You use healthful
behaviors to deal with your stress.
Your positive attitude helps you
manage stress and reach your goals.

Manage Stress
Your friend’s older brother is supposed to
pick you up after soccer practice. He is late.
You and your friend are anxious.
Identify the signs of stress. Role-play
two friends telling ways they feel stress.
Act out ways they show stress.
Identify the cause of stress. Have the
friends state what has happened (the
brother is late) and how they feel about it.
Do something about the cause of stress.
In your role-play, the brother will arrive
late. The two friends must share their
stress.
Take action to reduce the harmful
effects of stress. In your role-play,
the two friends will go
home with the brother.
On the way they will
discuss what they will do
as soon as they get home
to relieve the stress that
has built up.

What three actions can you take
to show a positive attitude?

Review Concepts

Critical Thinking

1. Name four changes that occur in your
body when you feel stress.

4. Explain Is it possible to feel stress
without a stressor? Tell why or why not.

2. List three healthful ways to manage
stress.

5.

3. Define the word attitude.

Manage Stress You and your
friend Trina are studying for a
test. She seems calm while you are
getting a headache. How will a positive
attitude help you manage stress?
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Manage Stress
Problem Jenna has a leading role in the school play.
Everyone expects her to do well. On the day of the
play, she wakes up with a headache. She is anxious and
can’t remember her lines. Does she have signs of stress?

“Today’s the day.
You’re going to be
great!”

Solution Jenna talks to her parents or guardian
about her feelings. Then she follows the four steps
to manage stress that are described on the next page.
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“Let me get a quick shot
of my favorite star!”

Learn This Life Skill
Follow these four steps to manage stress.
Identify the signs of stress.
Jenna has a headache. She is anxious and cannot
remember her lines. These are signs of stress.
Identify the cause of stress.
Jenna is anxious about the school play. She is afraid
of performing in front of a large audience.
Do something about the cause of stress.
Jenna can talk to her parents or guardian. She can
ask them to go over her lines with her.
Take action to reduce the harmful effects of stress.
Jenna does something to take her mind off the school
play. She decides to take a walk around the block.
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Practice This Life Skill
With your classmates, make a list of stressful
situations. You might include singing in front of other
people or playing a sport. Then make a Foldable™
using the situation and applying the four steps to
follow to manage stress.
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character, A12
emotion, A27
healthful behavior,
A6

life skill, A7
resistance skills,
A19

risk behavior, A6

Choose the correct term from the list to complete each
sentence. Write the word on a separate sheet of paper.
1. A(n)

?

is something that causes stress.

2. A healthful action to learn and practice that
increases and maintains your health is a(n) ? .
3. An action that increases the level of health for you
or for others is a(n) ? .
4. A(n)

?

is a feeling inside you.

stressor, A33

5. An action that can be harmful to you or others is
called a(n) ? .

wellness, A6

6. Your

?

are ways to say “no” to risk behaviors.

7. The qualities that make one person different from
another is called ? .
8. The highest level of health you can have is

Answer each question in complete
sentences.
9. What are ways to improve life skills?
10. Describe how your mental and
emotional health can be harmed
by stress.
11. What two parts of your total health
does your personality impact?
12. How does having self-respect
improve your health?
13. Give three reasons why you need to
express emotions in healthful ways.
14. How do you show respect for others?
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?

.

Answer each question in complete
sentences.
All your emotions are felt inside you. When
you express your emotions, you let these
feelings out. You do this through your
words and actions. Expressing your
emotions in healthful ways promotes
and protects health. It helps you
communicate well with others.
15. How do you express emotions?
16. What happens when you express
emotions in healthful ways?
17. What do you think might happen if
you kept your emotions bottled up
inside of you?

DecisionsTM to evaluate this action
as a way to overcome boredom.

Answer each question in complete
sentences.

Read Graphics

18. You haven’t been getting enough
sleep lately. You are tired in class.
You get angry easily. What part(s)
of your total health are affected?

In a survey of fourth graders each
student chose his or her most common
reaction to stress. Use the chart below
to answer questions 25–27.

19. You want to get plenty of physical
activity. How might you practice
this healthful behavior?

Commmon Reactions to Stress

20. You and your sister have the same
parents. However, you have very
different personalities. Why is this?
21. You’ve been working hard to improve
your grades. How does this action
affect your self-concept? Why?

Practice Life Skills
22. Access Health Facts, Products, and
Services Grief is the discomfort
a person feels after a loss. During
periods of grief, a person might
become very tired and have little
energy. Name three places where
you can find other health facts
about grief.
23. Practice Healthful Behaviors You
want to express anger in a healthful
way. List the four steps to follow
to practice this healthful behavior.
Discuss what you will do for each step.
24. Make Responsible Decisions A
classmate suggests doing something
daring to stop boredom. He dares
you to smoke a cigarette. Ask and
answer the six questions in the
Guidelines for Making Responsible

Number of Students

Analyze Concepts

15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Heart Muscles Hands Mouth Other
Beats
Get
Get
Gets
Faster
Tense Moist Dry

25. Which reaction to stress is the most
common? Which is the least common?
26. How many more students chose
the most common reaction than
the least?
27. Which reaction to stress was two
times more common than dry mouth?
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